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Abstract 

Materials used in energy conversion and storage devices are often subjected to multi-field 

driving forces (electrical, chemical, radiological, thermal, mechanical, etc.). In predicting 

deformation and failure of these materials, conventional mechanics of material theories 

are no longer adequate, because these multi-field driving forces are typically coupled and 

produce synergetic effects that are not predicted by the classical theories.  To fully 

understand how the different driving forces interact requires theories and models that are 

capable of accounting for the coupling of multi-field interaction processes. 

In this talk, a new theory for the mechanics of solids will be presented that accounts for 

the coupled effects of mechanical, electrical and chemical driving forces.  The 

presentation will begin with an introduction of the general framework of the electro-

chemo-mechanics, followed by examples of its applications to solid oxide fuel cells and 

Li-ion batteries.  Finally, future developments of the theory and potential applications 

will be discussed to conclude the presentation. 
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